proper vertex function vanishes and that the proper vertex poles are not the poles of scattering amplitudes, and the other, due to Kaus and Zachariasen, is that the form facto~ and z 3 both vanish. In the present paper it is shown that under the latter condition the polology approach, due to Bernstein et al., tuld the original approach, due to Goldberger and Treiman, ot obtaining the Goldberger-Treiman relation both fail. Therefore, this condition may be inadequate as the condition for Reggeization~ .. ' ~ ·' · ' .
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(2.4)
. '
in.-matrix notation: 
,..,_. •' f'(s) ,.,.,..
where ·,.!l is a .. coupling strength-· bc~W'e_en the pion and the channel which can be produced by·thevirtual pion. and .1o(s) is the scattering amplitude in the pseudoscalar' sector. The "form factor" K(s) satisfies the uni tari ty relation : : ·f
Let us apply the usual 1 . J ' .
[ (2, 11) . ,.,.. ,.,.,.. ....
Next let us turn our attention to F{s
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and if t(s). ·satisfies UDR; -t-he~·:·.i'n;;t-he limits· (1.1) the above ,.,.,.. 
. then the solution of this equation is
,-where as x(a:.-}· is-t1le solufion. of the homogeneous equation; while
is the special solution. In this case fail.ure is independent of subtraction of f( s). """"
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